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INTRODUCTION

Postcolonial theory is a relatively new category emerging in the early 1990's, yet it is

becoming increasingly more popular among writers to discuss issues surrounding colonization

(Barry, 192). It is a popular topic because numerous countries that were previously colonized by

the British Empire are now recognizing their physical independence from imperialism and face

challenges with rebuilding their countries. During colonization".. .imperialist importations are

superimposed on indigenous traditions" (Abrams, 237), and this cultural imperialism is often

internalized by the colonized people. Postcolonial identity can become a confusing issue because

there is both an indigenous past and a newer, imperial past. Writers such as Barbara Kingsolver

(The Poisonwood Bible), Tsitsi Dangarembga (Nervous Conditions), and Chimamanda Ngozi

Adichie (Pumle Hibiscus) are three women who have dealt with these issues in their novels.

Though they come from different backgrounds they all provide a discourse on the postcolonial

dilemma within Africa. Each of the novels parallel the others as the authors look at patriarchy,

religious rhetoric and language as structures which are used to both reinforce and resist the

remaining structure of colonization.

Barbara Kingsolver, whose novel The Poisonwood Bible came out in 1998, discusses the

state of the Congo in the 1960's, told from the perspective of five white women from Georgia

who travel to Africa as missionaries. Kingsolver says, "I'm extremely interested in cultural

difference... Given this is our history, what do we do with it?" (Kanner). She is referring to the

history of colonization from the perspective of descendants of colonizers. She also looks at the

system of colonization as it is resisted and reinforced by patriarchy, religious rhetoric and

language. Similar to Adichie's novel, Kingsolver sets up a wide range of characters whose

interactions with the structure of colonization are complicated. The same character often acts in
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ways that both resist and reinforce colonization showing that the system is difficult to sort

through and break down. Adichie does the same with the characters of Purple Hibiscus, making it

difficult to ascertain that either author is concerned with finding solutions; instead they are

exploring the complications. Both novels develop these complications with characters whose

perspectives are vastly different. Kingsolver's white female narrators are privileged in the novel;

they are daughters of an evangelical, Baptist missionary who takes his family to the Congo to

convert the people. Adichie's narrator Kambili is the Nigerian daughter of a business man. She is

not privileged and rarely has a voice within the text of the novel. Though the narrators of the

novels speak from vastly different positions, they both maintain that patriarchy, religious rhetoric

and language can be used to resist and reinforce colonization. Tsitsi Dangarembga's novel

Nervous Conditions is another novel that discusses the implications of colonization: her novel is

narrated by a young woman from Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia) who is born on a farm, but is given

the chance to go to school at a Christian mission. Similar to Kingsolver and Adichie,

Dangarembga's novel discusses the effects of colonization on characters whose positions of

agency and power differ greatly. Quite directly she delves into issues of patriarchy, religious

rhetoric and language, and their place in the larger structure of colonization. In an interview with

her publisher Seal Press states: "You don't entirely reject these seemingly oppressive customs,

nor do you fully embrace modernization. Given this, what direction should African women

take?" (Dangarembga, 206). She answers "I think mapping the ground helps in making the

choices. Such maps ... are a part ofwhat 1perceive some of my responsibility as a novelist to be"

(206). This is similar to what all of the authors are doing in their novels. They are charting the

results and complications of colonization, as it remains within postcolonial nations, using

different voices, perspectives and countries. In a book review Stephen Narain states, "Adichie
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grapples with Nigeria's challenges and contradictions - the remnants of colonialism still within

national consciousness, [and) religious fundamentalism" (Narain). Adichie like other

postcolonial writers today is attempting to understand the role that patriarchy, religious rhetoric

and language have in resisting and reinforcing the remaining structure of colonization.

European colonization utilized the pre-existing structure of patriarchy, the reliance on an

assumed binary of"male" (naturally dominant) vs. "female" (naturally passive), to map

indigenous peoples as passive, feminine, and weak. In this way they relied on an already

successful institution of subordination to create the relationship between colonizer/colonized.

Patriarchy can also be used as a reinforcement of colonization by both the colonizer and the

colonized as a form ofpower. By privileging the male, colonization can be enforced not only by

the male colonizer over the entire population ofthe colonized, but also by the colonized male to

gain power within an institution that does not normally recognize the voice of a colonized

person. In a postcolonial situation, where the privilege of the European male voice is still

internalized, structures (specifically patriarchy) contributing to the reinforcement of the

institution of colonization can be used by the colonized to seemingly gain power. The power that

one gains utilizing patriarchy however seems to inevitably reinforce colonialism in a nation that

has been colonized regardless of its independence.

Religious rhetoric, specifically Christianity, is another structure which is used to reinforce

the ideological work of colonization. Gandhi claims that Europeans thought colonization was

"really the messianic harbinger of civilisation to the uncivilised world" (15). Christianity was

another way to create binaries between the colonizer and its subjects - thus reinforcing the idea of

superiority/inferiority with new terms of"saved" and "heathen". Because the religious rhetoric

determined Christianity as the only truth, it did not leave room for inclusion of any previously
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held beliefs or religions. This is another way in which colonization reinforces the inclusion of a

new religion and further dismisses indigenous beliefs/values. Almost important is the idea that

the Christian mission be divorced from any political intent of "the empire"; the church is

therefore viewed as not working directly for a repressive government and thus the religious

rhetoric is not considered propaganda.

The very structure of language itself is an issue when dealing with the postcolonial

situation. Language can be separated into two categories. The first category is language used as a

tool with which to communicate. The language one uses to communicate determines who

understands, which can determine the amount ofpower one has. Another form oflanguage which

can effect the structure of colonization is the position from which one speaks. A person's

speaking position, similar to the issues of communication, can determine the amount of power

one has within an existing structure of colonization. A speaking position is then either a place of

power, from which one is privileged to speak and be heard, or a place of subordination, also

labeled subaltern, from which one is not privileged to speak and/or is not heard. Language then

becomes a structure that complicates an already complicated power structure of colonization.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie is a native born Nigerian and her novel Purple Hibiscus is

set in present day, postcolonial Nigeria. The novel illustrates the postcolonial situation in a

country where colonization is still an internalized part of the Nigerian people, regardless of the

absence of any physical colonizer. The structure of colonization is ever present among the

characters of the novel and is further complicated by the presence ofpatriarchy, religious rhetoric

and issues of language. Adichie may be telling this story because, in large, this is the story of

every colonized country whose freedom from the physical colonizer has been realized. This

novel discusses the implications of colonization, as complicated by other structures, and its
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continuing presence in a country that is recognized as independent. The characters in this novel

vary in the amount they reinforce or resist colonization, yet they all still find themselves within

the structure.

PATRIARCHY

In Purple Hibiscus patriarchy and its interaction with colonization is a theme that affects

most, if not all, of the characters in the novel. Patriarchy complicates the structure of colonization

as it relates to the characters, as well as playing a role in their reinforcement or resistance of it.

To begin with, Papa finds himself in several positions of power. One of the positions easiest

achieved due to the structure of patriarchy is that of "head of the household". Papa's dependency

on this structure is evident when he has Mama show him the curtains she has chosen so that "he

could make the final decision" (192). Even in this small way, Papa assumes control over every

detail concerning the household and the decisions made within it. It is clear that he has authority

over Mama and must assume her to be less intelligent or inferior, because she is not allowed to

make even small decisions within the home. Thus Papa is reinforcing Mama's role in the

hierarchy of colonization that, as a colonized woman, she is deemed the most inferior. Adichie

also points to the idea that Papa reinforces his own position within colonization by not resisting

the notions of patriarchy. He uses them to gain authority over his wife, while subject to them

within the larger hierarchy, which determines that both white males and females are of higher

status than a black man. Because ofthis structure, Papa reinforces his position as an inferior

colonized man - a position deemed "feminine" and "weak" by the colonizer. By Papa choosing

the curtains for the household, a stereotypically female occupation, Adichie seems to be

connecting the use ofpatriarchy with the reinforcement of colonization. Though Papa assumes
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authority over Mama, his role within the structure of colonization is inferior and feminized,

despite his final say on the curtains.

Another way that Papa asserts his authority gained through patriarchy and thus reinforces

the hierarchy of colonization is in the way he treats Mama. Every Sunday after church the family

visits Father Benedict in order to maintain the religious relationship. On one specific occasion,

Mama who is pregnant and not feeling well asks Papa if she might stay behind in the car. Papa

stares at her after she makes her request and then asks if she really wants to stay in the car. Again

she says, "My body does not feel right" (29) as she looks down at her stomach. Papa ignores her

request and repeats his question asking if she really wants to stay in the car. Finally Mama looks

up and says, "I'll come with you. It's really not that bad" (29). Papa is reinforcing his

authoritative role, based on the internalization ofboth patriarchy and colonization. In this case,

Papa ignores Mama's requests to remain behind she is pregnant and feels sick, and instead

continues to ask the question until he gets the answer he wants. However, he does not blatantly

state that she must not remain behind, but instead relies on Mama's own internalization to decide

she will come in. Mama is also physically abused by Papa, leading to several miscarriages.

Papa's patriarchal authority and silent threats of violence motivate Mama to reinforce his

position. His internalization and dependence on patriarchy for authority also reinforces

colonization, basing his actions toward Mama on church rhetoric. Because Papa has internalized

the church rhetoric, he believes that he and his family must maintain their steadfast devotion to

the church and Father Benedict in order to maintain their position within the hierarchy. When

Mama wants to stay behind in the car and not participate in the religious visit Papa sees this as a

threat to their gained position. As Christians (within the religious rhetoric of colonization) they

are not uncivilized and are not as inferior as other Nigerians. Papa then uses his masculinity as a
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means of superiority over Marna in order to reinforce his own internalized religious rhetoric.

Marna is then in a position of inferiority not only within the structure ofpatriarchy as a woman

but within the structure of colonization as a Nigerian woman. She becomes less than a person

within this structure: merely a means by which Papa can reinforce his own position of authority.

In this way Adichie draws a complicated picture of what it means to reinforce colonization with

patriarchal authority and even spousal abuse.

Marna's role in the reinforcement and resistance ofpatriarchy is one which Adichie

complicates through the inclusion ofher physical abuse by Papa. Following the incident, Marna

is not only chastised in several ways by Papa but is also beaten to the extent that she miscarries

again. Marna is in a position where both resistance and failing to reinforce the structures of

patriarchy and colonization in the presence of Papa result in her physical harm. There are also

instances when Marna also internalizes the rhetoric of colonization and patriarchy, reinforcing it

by teaching it to Karnbili. In a conversation with Karnbili, Marna announces she is pregnant. She

then tells Karnbili that "God is faithful" (20), because Papa had the option of marrying another

wife to bear children if Marna did not produce anymore, but he refused. Karnbili then says that

"Papa deserved praise for not choosing to have more sons with another woman" (20). This

conversation between Karnbili and her mother is private, yet Marna continues to reinforce the

notion of Papa's superiority and authority to Karnbili. She does this by praising Papa's decision

not to choose another wife to bear children, never revealing that she miscarries because Papa

keeps beating her. Karnbili also reinforces the idea that Papa is superior by saying that he should

be praised for not taking another wife. Marna is in a position to resist by telling Karnbili the truth

about the miscarriages, yet she reinforces the rhetoric of colonization by insisting that Papa is

honorable for his decision. Their perception ofhis decision is due to the notions of colonization
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and the superiority of Christian culture/marriage practices, rather than why Mama "cannot" have

children. In this way, patriarchy reinforces the structure of colonization not only by Papa, but by

Mama and Kambili as well.

Mama is not merely a character who reinforces patriarchy and thus colonization, but also

one who resists it as well. At the end of the novel, the reader learns that Mama has slowly been

poisoning Papa as she says, "They have found the poison in your father's body... I started putting

the poison in his tea before I came to Nsukka. Sisi got it for me; her uncle is a powerful witch

doctor" (290). In this way, Mama is resisting her position of inferiority in respect to Papa,

patriarchy and colonization. She removes herself from Papa's authority and ends her

reinforcement of these structures, albeit with violence. Mama also resists through her method of

murder which is poison she gets from a witch doctor. This is clearly a defiance of Papa's

religious rhetoric and thus a resistance of Papa's patriarchal authority in determining Mama's

beliefs. In this way, Mama does not reinforce patriarchy because she deliberately uses a witch

doctor, which Papa, the Church, and the structure of colonization deems "heathen" and

"inferior". Therefore, by utilizing the very things deemed uncivilized by Papa and the religious

and patriarchal structures that reinforce colonization, Mama is clearly placing herself in a

position of resistance. Another way that Mama resists patriarchy (and church rhetoric) through

Papa's death is by refusing to mourn him. Kambili says ofMama that she did not "[attend] the

first- and second-year memorial Masses" (296) or dress in all black. Mama is refusing to show

regret for killing Papa and resisting the structures of colonization, by not wearing the mourning

colors or going to the services. Mama is also resisting any previously internalized beliefs about

patriarchy and colonization, as she does not continue in the staunch Christian lifestyle that Papa
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constantly reinforced. She is refusing to reinforce her own inferiority and the structures of

patriarchy by not continuing to be devout to the rhetoric of the church and colonization.

Aunty Ifeoma is a character who in many ways resists the notions ofpatriarchy and its

role in colonization. In her relationship with Mama, Aunty Ifeoma calls her Nwunye m which

means "my wife". According to Papa, "it was the remnants ofungodly traditions, the idea that it

was the family and not the man alone that married a wife" (73). Aunty Ifeoma is renaming Mama

in a way that linguistically takes away Papa's sole "ownership" ofMama as "his wife" instead

making Mama the entire family's wife. This undercuts the patriarchal ties associated with

Mama's marriage, symbolically distributing the authority across an entire community and not just

to Papa. This also goes against the rhetoric of the church which determines a husband's authority

over his wife in marriage and instead reverts to a traditional ideology of community. Another

way that Aunty Ifeoma is resisting patriarchy and colonization is through her use ofthe

traditional Igbo language. In calling Mama Nwunye m, she is using a familiar Igbo word to

attribute her acceptance ofMama into the family. Not only has she not internalized the colonial

discourse determining that Igbo traditions and language are inferior, she also resists the

patriarchy that colonization often relies on in order to reinforce the subjugation of women.

Aunty Ifeoma does not recognize Papa's authority within the family as she blatantly

disregards his attempts to control Kambili and Jaja. When Kambili and Jaja visit Aunty Ifeoma,

they bring with them schedules made by Papa which determine their activities over the visit.

When she sees the schedules she laughs and says, "Ifyou do not tell Eugene, eh, then how will

he know that you did not follow the schedule...?" (124). Aunty is resisting Papa's (Eugene's)

attempt to hold patriarchal authority over his children. Implicit in Papa's scheduling is his

internalized belief that without structure his children may become uncivilized and heathen. Aunty
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Ifeoma has not internalized this rhetoric and so allows the children to spend the time in their own

way. Silence is shown here as a form ofresistance toward the structure of colonization. Aunty is

using the idea of silence and promoting it to Kambili and Jaja as a way in which to defy their

father, as well as the overall structure of colonization. Aunty Ifeoma also resists Papa's

patriarchal viewpoint by directly confronting him; this in itself is a form of resistance toward

patriarchy and colonization as these structures determine that Aunty Ifeoma is inferior to Papa's

authority over her. During Christmas, Aunty Ifeoma wants to take Kambili and Jaja with her and

her children on a drive to sight-see. When she asks Papa ifthe children can go, he grunts and

keeps walking. Aunty Ifeoma yells his name again and Kambili says, "Every time [she] spoke to

Papa, my heart stopped... she did not seem to recognize that it was Papa, that he was different,

special... I wanted to reach out and press her lips shut" (77). Aunty Ifeoma does not recognize

Papa as having superiority over her and resists his notion ofpatriarchal and colonial authority

whose hierarchical structure place her in a position of inferiority because she is a black woman.

She confronts him directly and even raises her voice to him, regardless ofwhat he determines is

respectful. She also refuses to allow him to walk away, demanding that he pay attention to her

voice and her thoughts. Her refusal to remain silent is another way in which she does not accept

any limitations placed on her by the patriarchal and colonial structures. She also assumes a

responsibility for the children which resists the European notion that children are only the

immediate family's responsibility and not the extended families. She is also resisting his

internalized colonial ideology that elevates the European culture above the Nigerian culture.

Kambili on the other hand is very aware of Papa's authority; she has internalized the notions of

patriarchy and colonization which place him in a position of superiority over Aunty Ifeoma. She

is confused as to why Aunty Ifeoma does not recognize Papa's position as "different, special".
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Kambili seems to become frightened when Aunty Ifeoma resists Papa, probably because she

knows that when she inadvertently resists him she is severely punished. Even while Aunty

Ifeoma attempts to advocate for Kambili and Jaja, by resisting Papa's colonial rhetoric, Kambili

has so internalized the ideology that she wishes she could silence her aunt's resistance because it

goes against her father's authority. Papa is not the only form of patriarchy and its reinforcement

of colonization that Aunty Ifeoma resists. She also resists the role she is expected to playas a

woman under the structure ofpatriarchy and as a Nigerian under the structure of colonization.

She resists these structures as a single mother raising four children, as her husband recently died

in a car crash. At one point, Mama and Aunty Ifeoma are having a conversation about marriage

when Mama says, "A woman with children and no husband, what is that?" (75). Here Mama is

dismissing a woman in the position of a single mother because she believes it is one of inferiority

and not a position she wants to be in. Implicit in this statement is Mama's belief that in order to

have any status, a woman with children must also have a husband. In this way Mama reinforces

the rhetoric ofpatriarchy and colonization by determining one's position on gender. By

reinforcing this patriarchy, Mama appears to be gaining a position of authority because she has a

husband and is thus not as inferior as Aunty Ifeoma. Yet this structure also deems her inferior for

simply being a woman, regardless ofher status with regards to marriage. When Mama says,

"What is that?" however, Aunty says, "Me" (75). In this way, Aunty Ifeoma is willing to define

herself as "that woman" because she has not internalized the ideology that states she is inferior

because she is a Nigerian woman without a husband. Not only does she resist the ideology, she

refuses to remain silent about the issue and in fact goes so far as to tell Mama that "sometimes

life begins when marriage ends" (75). Aunty Ifeoma is challenging the notion that she is inferior

to Mama or anyone else because she is a woman without a husband. In this way she is
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challenging the patriarchal and colonial structures, which both detennine the same inferiority

within marriage.

Adichie demonstrates a myriad of effects that colonization has on a postcolonial nation,

using the private sphere of family life. The complicated position ofauthority and different fonns

of resistance and reinforcement are shown through the various characters.

RELIGIOUS RHETORIC

Religious rhetoric in colonization plays a significant role in the postcolonial nation. Papa

reinforces the effects of religious rhetoric which reifies the structure of colonization. Papa is the

"first to receive communion. Most people did not kneel to receive communion at the marble

altar, with the blond life-size Virgin Mary mounted nearby, but Papa did" (4). Papa is not only

devout, but wants to stand apart from his fellow Nigerian worshippers. He has internalized the

religious rhetoric, as he tries especially hard to be "Christian". In this way he attempts to distance

himself from his Nigerian identity. Papa even tries to the extent that when receiving communion

he would "hold his eyes shut so hard that his face tightened in a grimace and then he would stick

his tongue out as far as it could go" (4). The description of Papa's face can be viewed as

somewhat grotesque, creating the image of Papa as a barbarian. But it is also the face that is

sometimes made by a child - grimacing and sticking out their tongue. Either description creates a

Papa that embodies two types of subaltern within the structure of colonization - a "child" or a

"barbarian". Thus despite Papa's apparent devotion to the Christian church, his belief in the

religious rhetoric reinforces the original structure of colonization, which places Papa in a position

of inferiority (child/barbarian). Adichie also specifically adds the detail about Papa kneeling

down in front of a "blond life-size Virgin Mary" (4). Her insertion of the adjective "blond" in

describing the Virgin Mary is interesting because she is drawing attention to the racial
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demarcations of the "holy" body. Adichie is taking a scene that could be simply classified

"religious" and through a postcolonial reading, is talking very specifically about the role of a

colonized man's position in regard to religious rhetoric. Papa becomes the "black heathen"

literally kneeling to the "white God," making barbaric and childlike faces, reinforcing the

colonial attitude that the colonized person is inferior. Also relevant is the reference to the Virgin

Mary, instead of Jesus, focusing on the hierarchy of colonization. Despite the reliance on

patriarchy to reinforce colonization, Papa is still kneeling to a woman. In this way, the structure

of colonization is based on a hierarchy ofrace, despite its reliance on gender as a reinforcement.

Papa utilizes patriarchy in order to gain agency within the structure of colonization. However,

within this structure Papa as a black man is not able to gain agency or superiority over anyone

other than black woman. Adichie shows this by having Papa kneel to a white woman, who is also

deemed "holy".

Religious rhetoric is used to reinforce the power dynamics of colonization in regard to

traditional rulers vs. religious rulers. During Christmas, the family goes to visit an important man

oftheir community called the Igwe. According to tradition, Mama bows so that the Igwe can pat

her on the back. Later that night Papa tells her that it was sinful ofher to bow, "You did not bow

to another human being. It was an ungodly tradition" (94). A few days later the family is visiting

a bishop and Kambili does not kneel and kiss his ring in order to make Papa proud of her. Later

he yanks her ear and tells her she should have bowed because "the bishop was a man ofGod"

(94). In this way, religious rhetoric again reinforces the ideology of colonization that makes a

white, Christian man superior to a black, Nigerian Igwe. Papa has internalized this duality to

where he does not allow his wife to bow to the Igwe, yet he will contradict himself and allow

Kambili to bow to the bishop. Implicit in this is the idea that the Igwe is heathen and the bishop
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is holy. Implicit also is the reinforcement ofpatriarchy within the colonial ideology - Kambili

should kneel and kiss the bishop's ring: yet the rules of patriarchy no longer apply when the male

is not of European descent.

Religious rhetoric alienates "other" Nigerian religions, specifically that of Papa's father

Papa-Nnukwu. Papa allows his children one fifteen-minute visit a year to see their grandfather.

The stipulations of the visit include that Kambili and Jaja "don't touch any food, [and] don't

drink anything" (61). This statement further suggests that the grandfather is so othered by Papa

that in fact even his food and drink are too "heathen" for Kambili and Jaja. Papa has even bribed

his father to convert to Christianity, by offering to "build him a house, buy him a car, and hire

him a driver, as long as he... threw away the chi in the thatch shrine in his yard" (61). Papa takes

on the role of the colonizer dictating to his children, who thus take the role of the colonized, that

a dichotomy exists between people. He determines that Christianity is "good" and his father's

religion is "bad"; Papa and his family are "holy" and Papa-Nnukwu is "heathen". In the position

of colonizer within this power structure, Papa furthers this embodiment by offering his father a

sort of power through material goods (house, car, driver). Papa asserts that in order to climb the

hierarchy within the colonial structure one must believe in Christianity and he reinforces this

notion by offering his father goods to "dispose" ofhis Igbo religion.

A contrast to Papa's father is Mama's father, also a staunch Christian convert. Kambili

says, "It was so different from the way Papa had treated my maternal grandfather" (67), referring

to the treatment of Papa-Nnukwu. She says that "grandfather was very light-skinned ... and it was

said to be one of the reasons the missionaries had liked him" (67). He also only spoke English

and Papa says of him "he did things the right way, the way the white people did, not what our

people do now" (68). Papa's father-in-law very much embodies the image of a colonizer - he is
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(almost) white, he speaks only English and he is a devout Catholic. He is also the "perfect"

colonized man - he has internalized the religious rhetoric and thus constantly reinforces the

structure of colonialism and the dualities inherent in the system. Papa's devotion to him is

another reinforcement of the colonial ideology - he even states that white people do things

correctly and Nigerians don't. The ideology of colonization and the rhetoric of religion are not

only reinforced by the colonizer but taught by the colonized and passed down through the

generations. The dualities that Papa reinforces clearly "other" Papa-Nnukwu who remains a

Nigerian seemingly untouched by the colonial propaganda. Papa-Nnukwu really is affected

because it inhibits the amount of time he is allowed to spend with his grandchildren and strains

the relationship with his own son almost to non-existent.

In an interview with Daniel Spencer, Adichie addresses the character ofPapa in relation

to religion stating, "This was a man who went to school at a time when Christianity was aligned

with education. You learned there was a new God, superior to your old God, and this God was

white. You had to prove how loyal you were to this new God by how much you could tum your

back on the old ways" (www.semper.uq.edu.au/articles/01.htrn.1/23/07).Adichie outlines in

simple terms the process of internalization by which religious rhetoric helped to maintain

colonization. Religion was aligned with education and thus was considered a new truth which

Papa is staunchly devoted to teaching and maintaining. Despite the colonizing goal to "other"

and thus create a position of inferiority, Papa is not without power within this system. He has

internalized an ideology that is part of a larger structure used to deem him inferior, yet he is

empowered by the white priest, presumably because he is acting as the ideal "colonized" person.

Adichie writes "during his sermons, Father Benedict usually referred to the pope, Papa, and Jesus

-- in that order" (4). Papa appears to gain some power within the structure of colonization, by
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using religious rhetoric to teach the imperial message - the colonized person is inferior, the native

religion is heathen, and the color of god is white. What he fails to realize is the paradoxical

nature of his position, using a voice not his own, merely repeating colonial ideology and religious

rhetoric.

Unlike his son, Papa-Nnukwu is the embodiment of "reclaiming the past" within

postcolonial theory, untouched by colonial ideology. He lives in a small compound where he has

a shrine and prays to Ani, "the god of the land" (65). Aunty Ifeoma (his grown daughter) says

that Papa-Nnukwu is "not a heathen but a traditionalist" (166). Adichie does not portray him as

ignorant of colonization; though he has not escaped the ideology, he has resisted it. In a

conversation he has with a Catholic priest, who will soon be sent overseas on mission work,

Papa-Nnukwu questions, "Our own sons now go to be missionaries in the white man's land?"

(172), and when given the affirmative he states, " ...you must never lie to them. Never teach them

to disregard their fathers" (172). Though Papa-Nnukwu has been described throughout the novel

as the quiet, traditional, Igbo speaking man, Adichie is quick to add subtle affirmation that he is

not ignorant ofthe colonial situation. He his aware of the religious rhetoric that comes with

colonization and gives simple direction as to how to resist the rhetoric. He is, however, the only

notable character in the novel who believes in the traditional Igbo religion. He is described as

being very old, with "age spots that dotted his hand" (64), and by the end of the novel he gets

sick and dies. Adichie thus ostensibly eliminates the only character that has completely resisted

the influence of colonization. Papa-Nnukwu is an image ofpre-colonial Nigeria, but he is also an

example of the loss of traditional religions in Nigeria due to the religious rhetoric of colonization.

After he dies, there is a scene in which multiple members of Aunty Ifeoma's family are crying

and clutching their dead grandfather. Kambili then says she "imagined our forebears a century
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ago, the ancestors Papa-Nnukwu prayed to, charging to defend their hamlet" (183). Even though

it is imagined, it points to a time when Papa-Nnukwu was not the only traditionalist, when he had

ancestors to defend him.

Though Papa and Papa-Nnukwu are at opposite ends of the spectrum in regard to the

internalization ofreligious rhetoric, Jaja is a character that Adichie uses to show resistance to the

rhetoric as it is used to reinforce the ideology of colonization. Jaja is not a character who has

internalized the rhetoric, because even when he is still living under his father's (Papa's) roof, he

subtly challenges the ideology. During the visit to Papa-Nnukwu's compound, Jaja is offered a

soft drink by his grandfather (recall that food/drink is prohibited by Papa because it is "heathen")

but instead of refusing, he says, "if we're thirsty, we'll drink in your house" (66). Jaja is cleverly

refusing while maintaining respect for his grandfather. He seems to then understand the rules of

his father, but he is willing to be amiable to his grandfather. With this amiability comes the

understanding that Jaja does not see Papa-Nnukwu as a "heathen" and the food/drink is off-limits

because of Papa's rules, not the grandfather's religion. hnmediately following Jaja's remark,

Papa-Nnukwu smiles and says, "You have spoken well, my son. You are my father, Ogbuefi

Olioke, come back. He spoke with wisdom" (66). This detail that Adichie adds is interesting

because it deals with a foreshadowing of Jaja's resistance to the rhetoric. If Jaja is deemed a

"reincarnation" ofPapa-Nnukwu's father, then he is not a colonial product; he is a product of a

grandfather who resisted colonial ideology by remaining a traditionalist and a great-grandfather

who we can suppose was also a traditionalist as he spoke wisely.

The importance religious rhetoric and resistance to it is clearly exemplified by the fact

that the first sentence of the novel is Jaja's refusal to take communion. This resistance to the

rhetoric is followed with violence by Papa and then destruction ofproperty. Because this is the
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opening of the book, Adichie seems to be noting the importance of rhetoric and the consequences

of resistance. Kambili says, "Things started to fall apart at home when ... Jaja, did not go to

communion" (3). The stability of home is thus linked to the family's participation in this rhetoric.

Papa, who we often see in the role of colonizer, initiates violence toward his family when Jaja

does not participate in the rhetoric. The familial effect of the colonial system and rhetoric is also

a metaphor for the consequences of resisting the ideology of colonization within the macroscale.

Adichie shows more of Jaja's resistance a few pages later in which Jaja participates in a

conversation with his father about why he did not take communion. When Papa asks Jaja why he

did not take the host, Jaja says, "The wafer gives me bad breath" (6). In this simple sentence Jaja

is resisting numerous notions ofreligious rhetoric. By calling the "host" a "wafer", Jaja dismisses

Papa's religious notions that the word, "'host' came close to capturing the ...sacredness of

Christ's body" (6). He is thus refusing to use the rhetoric of the Church and instead calls it a

wafer, which he knows will be relevant in resisting his father's ideas. Jaja also states that he does

not take communion because it "gives him bad breath" (6); he thus devalues Papa's notions by

giving a reason that is not spiritual, but related to personal hygiene. In this way Jaja resists the

rhetoric by not only refusing to participate in the act of communion, but also by refusing to use

the language involved. Jaja continues to deconstruct the rhetoric by adding that .....the priest

keeps touching my mouth and it nauseates me" (6). In this sentence, Jaja is disregarding the

colonial ideology (inherent in the religious rhetoric) that the (white) priest is superior. He also

resists the notion of a colonizer's "holiness" as well as superiority by saying that the touch of the

priest's hand on his mouth makes him nauseous - as if the priest were "dirty" or "heathen" or

"unholy". Jaja is therefore resisting the rhetoric with language by deconstructing colonial

binaries.
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Aunty Ifeoma is a character who resists the rhetoric of religion and yet recognizes a

hybridity of colonial and Nigerian traditions. She acts as character who distinguishes between the

rhetoric of religion and the religion itself, while maintaining a connection to her Nigerian

heritage. Aunty Ifeoma resists both by refusing to defer to her brother Papa's reinforcement of

colonial ideology and by attempting to reeducate Kambili and Jaja, who seem to have

internalized the colonial ideology. By taking Kambili and Jaja to the Aro festival ofmmuo

(masked spirits), Aunty Ifeoma is introducing them to an aspect ofNigerian culture that they

have never seen. Papa says in reference to the festival, " ... you know that I do not want my

children near anything ungodly" (78); however, because Aunty Ifeoma does not believe the

colonial rhetoric that Nigerian religion is heathen, she does not recognize the parade as heathen

and so takes the children. In this way she is not only resisting the ideology and the rhetoric ofthe

Church, but she is also attempting to help Jaja and Kambili resist it as well. Aunty Ifeoma also

takes part in rewriting and including Nigerian religion and history in the postcolonial discourse

that she has with her children and Kambili and Jaja. Her occupation as an educator is also a role

she takes on with her family, encouraging their rejection of a European masternarrative. Aunty

Ifeoma and her family pray in front of a crucifix, similar to Jaja and Kambili; however, they also

sing in between the rosaries. Adichie writes that "Amaka broke into song at the end of each...,

uplifting Igbo songs" (125). In this way, Aunty Ifeoma and her family include the language of

Igbo - not recognizing the rhetoric of colonization that states that the colonized language is

barbaric and inferior to that of English. In doing this in front of Kambili and Jaja, though Aunty

does not say anything directly, she is really allowing them to see how her family understands

religion without the colonial rhetoric attached.
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Mama supports the rhetoric ofreligion and thus of colonization, though there are

instances when she subtly resists. Necessary in understanding Mama's resistance is when Father

Benedict dismisses both hand clapping - "to be kept at a minimum" (4) - and Igbo as means to

worshipping. However, at a prayer group that Mama holds, they sing "fugo songs, accompanied

by robust hand-clapping, [which] echoed upstairs" (21). Mama still internalizes the rhetoric by

supporting Papa, yet her prayer group practices two forms ofworship that Father Benedict has

dismissed as compromising the solemnity ofworship (4). Mama is resisting the rhetoric even ifit

is in a small way. Kambili also notes, however, that Papa is not home when these meetings occur.

Thus, Mama attempts to defy the rhetoric of religion and colonization that determines the

inferiority ofthe Igbo language, and the superiority of the Church and its dictates. However, it is

also clear that though she resists, she is still in a position of inferiority because she must do it

when Papa is not around.

Kambili is another character who leams to internalize religious rhetoric as taught by her

Nigerian parents. Kambili not only lives as inferior in the structure of colonization but believes

her own inferiority as truth. At one point, Kambili is riding in the car looking at the Nigerian

countryside and says, "I let my mind drift, imagining God laying out the hills of Nsukka with his

wide white hands, crescent-moon shadows underneath his nails just like Father Benedict's"

(131). This shows how Kambili has internalized colonization. She has been taught that "God"

has white hands and she likens his fingers to those ofthe white priest who is in charge of the

church she attends. Kambili's thoughts exhibit that she believes in the superiority of white, as it

is the color of her God, and thus the inferiority ofblack. Kambili's narrative also draws a

connection between the priest and a colonizer, referring to the priest's nose as "British", and

stating that "when he said 'native' his straight-lined lips turned down at the comers to form an
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inverted U" (4). The reference to Europe and the priest's obvious disdain for a "native", i.e.

Nigerian, draws a simple connection to the force of colonization within the church. Kambili is

clearly affected by this system of rhetoric because she believes that God is white, thus white is

supenor.

Though it takes Kambili the majority of the novel to begin to resist the rhetoric of religion

that has been reinforced constantly by her father, she eventually begins to question that which she

has internalized. One notion that had originally been clear to her was the "heathenness" of her

grandfather, Papa-Nnukwu, as detennined by her father and the rhetoric ofthe church. However,

after her grandfather dies, Kambili is given a painting of him by her cousin Amaka. One evening

she and Jaja are looking at the painting, when Papa comes into the room and sees what they are

doing. "What is that? Have you all converted to heathen ways?" (209), Papa questions them and

then begins to sway. At this point, Kambili attempts to take the blame for the painting while Jaja

does the same. Both in this instance are attempting to take responsibility for disobeying their

father and thus resisting the rhetoric of the church. Papa then grabs the painting and begins to tear

it up, at which point Kambili grabs the pieces and curls herself around the destroyed painting.

Kambili clearly no longer has internalized the ideology of the church; Papa-Nnukwu is no longer

a "heathen" to Kambili and so she attempts to defend his image.

A structure as large as colonization does not dissolve quickly, easily or at all and religious

rhetoric complicates the postcolonial situation. Adichie understands that religious rhetoric is used

to reinforce colonization, and some ofthe characters have internalized the rhetoric to the point

where they teach it to others. Other characters do not believe or live the rhetoric, such as Papa

Nnukwu, and for others the struggle between reinforcing the rhetoric and resisting it is a little
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more complicated. Adichie points to the numerous different ways that the structure of

colonization has created dualities through the use ofreligious rhetoric.

LANGUAGE

Language is another system that complicates the structure of colonization and thus

complicates the postcolonial situation. Language can be discussed in two ways, one referring

literally to words and dialect and the other referring to a speaking position. The colonial ideology

that the English language is privileged/superior and the language of the colonized people is

heathenlbarbaric/inferior is clearly present in postcolonial Nigeria. Father Benedict, the white

British priest of the church Papa and his family attend, clearly reinforces the ideology of

colonization by "insisting that the Credo and kyrie be recited only in Latin; Igbo was not

acceptable" (4). The Nigerian congregation is taught that their language is not acceptable for use

in the church services and thus inferior. The language of the congregation is dismissed as being

heathen in comparison to a language "holy" enough to be used in church. Because English is

privileged one must speak English in order to have any agency within the power structure of

colonization. Kambili has clearly internalized this idea oflanguage because she says that when

she prays she ".. .imagined God calling [meJ, his rumbling voice British-accented" (179). This is

similar to her belief in the religious rhetoric that God is white; however, this is not only about

race but about language. Because Kambili believes that God speaks English with a British accent,

she shows that she has internalized the belief system that her own language is inferior, not a

language that "God" would speak. Complicating matters, Kambili believes the rhetoric and

reinforces it, yet she speaks Igbo the majority of the time with everyone but Papa. Though this

may seem like a form ofresistance, it does not challenge the system because she believes that she

is speaking an inferior language when she is not speaking English.
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Papa has clearly internalized this ideology of language within the religious rhetoric as

evidenced by his interactions with the Sisters of his parish. Kambili notices and states, "Papa

changed his accent when he spoke, sounding British, just as he did when he spoke to Father

Benedict" (46). In this way, Papa has not only internalized the rhetoric of the superiority of

English, but he reinforces it by taking on an English accent in order to appear more "civilized".

He refuses to speak Igbo with the sisters, and in fact, changes his accent so that he sounds more

British. Papa also reinforces this notion of a hierarchy with language by teaching this belief to his

children. Kambili states, "He hardly spoke Igbo ...he did not like us to speak it in public. We had

to sound civilized in public, he told us; we had to speak English" (13). In this way Papa is again

attempting to embody the role of the colonizer, though he is clearly a colonized man who has

internalized the ideology. He is not only teaching, but demanding that the "superior" language of

English be spoken in public. He favors the English language over Igbo, and determines that those

who speak English sound "civilized," condemning those that speak Igbo. Papa insists that the

structure of colonization and its assumed dualities remain in the postcolonial state by

perpetuating the ideology within his family. Papa does this also with his community - "Papa liked

it when the villagers made an effort to speak English around him. He said it showed they had

good sense" (60). Papa fully believes the colonial discourse that the colonizer is

intelligent/superior and the colonized people and culture (in this case language) are less

intelligent and inferior. Not only does he reinforce it through his own belief in the structure, he

also holds the standard with his wife and children. When Papa is in the public arena or when it is

necessary to show his "civilized" nature, he speaks English; however, there are descriptions

when Papa is angry where he is described by Kambili as not speaking in English. At one point

Jaja is supposed to be respectful to Papa and comment about one of his business products, but he
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refuses to say anything. Angry about Jaja not answering, Papa asks him for the reason. Kambili

then says, "...he asked entirely in Igbo. A bad sign. He hardly spoke Igbo" (13). Later he is angry

that Kambili and Jaja have stayed at Papa-Nnukwu's an extra few minutes and he is yelling at

them. Kambili narrates, "He spoke entirely in Igbo now. I thought he would pull at Jaja's ears..."

(69). Papa speaks Igbo only when he is angry and before he is abusive, personifying the

inferiority ofhis native culture and reinforcing the ideology of colonization through rhetoric. He

uses the language he deems "inferior" when he is acting in a violent, "barbaric" way, yet when he

is in public and being charitable he is "civilized" and speaks English. Papa is a complicated

character, who has dually internalized the rhetoric and reenacts it through the differences in his

public/private life.

In contrast to Papa, Papa-Nnukwu is at the other end of the spectrum in regard to

language and its place within colonization. Papa-Nnukwu is a Nigerian who has consistently

resisted the rhetoric of colonization, and though still "othered" by many within the structure,

maintains a hold on his Nigerian roots. He does not speak English and even the Igbo that he uses

is not the current, popular dialect. Kambili says in reference to her grandfather, "sometimes I

understood him a moment or two after he spoke because his dialect was ancient; his speech had

none of the anglicized inflections that ours had" (64). Papa-Nnukwu therefore not only does not

speak English, but speaks a "pure" form ofIgbo that does not include the Anglican inflections

and has not been affected by the English language. Papa-Nnukwu is still affected by his decisions

to resist the language of the colonizer because he does not understand much English; however, he

still seems to participate in most of the conversations when he is present. Also, because he does

not speak English and does not understand it well, if someone wishes to speak with him, he must
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speak Igbo. In this way, Papa-Nnukwu not only resists the colonial rhetoric, but acts

inadvertently to reinforce the maintenance of the Igbo language.

Names are another important aspect of language shown in several different ways. The

first has to do with the language in which the name is said, in this case what Kambili and Jaja are

supposed to call their mother's father. When Kambili is describing her maternal grandfather, who

is now deceased, she recalls that, "He insisted that we call him Grandfather, in English, rather

than Papa-Nnukwu or Nna-Ochie" (67). Her grandfather was very much a colonial product and

with the insistence ofbeing called "grandfather" comes the notion that any other term is not

acceptable. Kambili and Jaja are taught to use English in naming their grandfather, indicating a

preference of culture. In this case, the grandfather (who had internalized the colonial rhetoric)

wanted to be called by an English name - a language considered more "civilized" and "superior"

to that of Igbo. The naming of the maternal grandfather with the English term is a contrast to the

naming ofPapa-Nnukwu, Kambili and Jaja's paternal grandfather. The name Papa-Nnukwu

literally means grandfather in Igbo. Thus the grandfather who has internalized the rhetoric is

called "Grandfather" and the one who resists the rhetoric remains "Papa-Nnukwu". The

grandfathers are literally described by their names in relation to their reinforcement or resistance

of the colonial structure and dualities oflanguage.

Kambili also deals with the issue ofnaming and how her own name can become a subject

of inferiority. In reference to what God might say when she gets her "calling" she thinks, "He

would not say my name right; like Father Benedict, he would place the emphasis on the second

syllable rather than the first" (189). With this statement comes the understanding first that God

and Father Benedict are linked by their language; Kambili thinks that God will have a "British

accent" (179) and Father Benedict clearly speaks English. Thus Kambili has internalized the
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rhetoric that the English language is superior - it is used by "God". Also, Kambili assumes that

God will mispronounce her name, in the very same way that Father Benedict does. Kambili's

father (Papa) is supposed to be well-respected in the church by Father Benedict, yet he has not

leamed how to say Kambili's name correctly. Implicit here is the idea that English is superior - it

should be learned and mastered, it should be the language spoken in church - and Igbo, the native

language of the Nigerians is inferior and unimportant. It is so unimportant that Father Benedict

has not made the effort to say her name correctly and she believes that God will mispronounce

her name in the very same way. This places Kambili in a position of inferiority because she is not

even called by her true name. She is not considered important enough within the structure of

colonization to be called by her proper name and she has clearly internalized this ideology.

Jaja also struggles with the issue oflanguage, specifically naming, in the novel as well.

This issue comes up differently for him than for Kambili, however, because it is discussed with

his cousins, who seem to be a source ofresistance in regards to the ideology of colonization. For

Jaja the issue is not the pronunciation of it, like Kambili, but the meaning. One afternoon, Jaja's

cousin says to him, "Aja means sand or oracle, but Jaja? What kind ofname is Jaja? It is not

Igbo" (143). Thus his cousin is questioning the authenticity ofJaja's name because it does not

seem to have a meaning. Inherent in this statement is the understanding that an Igbo name usually

has a meaning connected to it. Jaja is quick to respond, "My name is actually Chukwuka. Jaja is a

childhood name that stuck" (143). This passage is important because it is at a point in the story

when Jaja is clearly showing signs of resistance -- toward the rhetoric, the colonial ideology and

even his father. For Jaja's cousin to question the cultural authenticity ofhis name almost

demanded that Jaja think about his name and what it meant to him with respect to the structure of

colonization. Jaja is quick to reply that he does have an Igbo name and the quickness of his
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response leads the reader to believe that he is proud ofhis name. If Jaja is proud that he is named

with an Igbo name, he is not adhering to the ideology that colonization teaches - he does not

believe his language or name is inferior. Also reinforcing Jaja's resistance is the literal meaning

of his nickname - defiant. Therefore, Jaja has not one Igbo name but two and is not ashamed of

either because he is resisting the binaries of superior/inferior and civilizedlbarbaric that are

placed on the languages of English and Igbo.

Naming is also important to Amaka, Kambili and Jaja's cousin, who constantly questions

the rhetoric ofreligion and colonization and the effects it has on the community she lives in. For

Amaka the rhetoric of the church and its views oflanguage seem to be very apparent and she is

unwilling to believe that English is superior to Igbo. In her case, Amaka is of the age to be

confirmed and it is Catholic tradition for the child to choose the name of a saint or someone in

the Bible to be named after. Father Amadi, a new priest and friend of the family, brings her a

piece ofpaper with several names on it for her to choose. However, she refuses to choose

because the names are all English name. She states, "When the missionaries first came, they

didn't think Igbo names were good enough. They insisted that people take English names to be

baptized. Shouldn't we be moving ahead?" (272). Even in a postcolonial era, in an independent

state, the rhetoric remains the same. Amaka is the voice of resistance and questions the validity

of the binary that continues to exist that states that English is superior to Igbo. She also says,

"What the church is saying is that only an English name will make your confirmation valid.

'Chiamaka' say God is the greatest...Don't they all glorif'y God as much as 'Paul' and 'Peter' and

'Simon'?" (272). Amaka is refusing to support the religious and colonial rhetoric that devalues

the Igbo language. She also supports the idea that the Igbo language can be used to "glorif'y God"

and acts as an advocate for a sort of hybridity between the culture and religion. She resists the
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rhetoric of the church that values Igbo as inferior and English as superior, as well as refusing to

participate in the naming tradition.

In a postcolonial culture there are social restrictions on who speaks and what is said.

Kambili has clearly internalized the religious rhetoric of colonization that she has been taught by

her father. She maintains a subaltern presence in the novel, despite the fact that the reader

acknowledges that she removes herself from this voiceless position later, as she is the narrator.

Kambili is very much in a position of a subaltern throughout a majority of the novel and her

interactions with language (or lack there of) playa role in reinforcing or resisting the colonial

ideology. Kambili shows the way in which language and voice can both reinforce and resist the

structure of colonization. Adichie also deals with the complications of colonization within a

postcolonial state in regard to language and the position of the subaltern. In the beginning,

Kambili is very much in the position of subaltern. She and her brother are both in a position of

inferiority within their household and do not really have the privilege to speak about thoughts

that are their own. The siblings appear to be close, however, and in the absence of any privileged

speaking space, communicate without words: "I wish we still had lunch together, Jaja said with

his eyes" (22). Jaja and Kambili often speak to each other with their eyes, an extreme example of

the subaltern position in which they are not privileged to speak even in Igbo and so resort to

creating their own silent language. Kambili is in such an inferior position that she cannot even

vocalize her own thoughts. However, in some ways this silent communication can be seen as a

sort of resistance to the colonial rhetoric enforced consistently by her father. Because she and

Jaja are living in a household in which the structure of colonization is tyrannically upheld and

reinforced, one of the ways to undermine Papa is by speaking with their eyes. He cannot hear

them and does not know what they speak to each other about. In this way they resist by speaking
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with a language that no one else can acknowledge, but they communicate with each other

nonetheless. Though Kambili and Jaja together resist the rhetoric of their own inferiority through

this silent language, it is more relevant that they are afraid to speak at all. This is shown to be

true when Kambili says, "We did that often, asking each other questions whose answers we

already knew. Perhaps it was so that we would not ask the other questions, the ones whose

answers we did not want to know" (23). Kambili is saying that she and Jaja speak only of

common knowledge; they do not speak to each other about the more difficult issues, such as

Papa's violence. This aspect reinforces the idea that Kambili does not want to question the

rhetoric within the household that revolves around religion and colonization.

Kambili's silence points to her internalization of the position that she is in, both within

her family and the larger structure of colonization. She has internalized that she is inferior and

remains silent or she says only what is expected ofher in order to reinforce the rhetoric of

religion and colonization, and please Papa. When her cousin Amaka asks her, "Do you always

eat rice with a fork and a knife and a napkin?" Kambili merely nods, "keeping [her] eyes on [her]

jollofrice... [she] was not used to this conversation at the table" (97). Amaka is really asking why

Kambili eats her rice in a European fashion with utensils, instead of eating with her hands in a

traditional Nigerian manner. When she answers Amaka, Kambili refuses to speak and only nods

her head. In this way, she is silently affirming that she always eats in the European manner and is

thus colonized. Also, she does not verbally respond to her which implicates she has internalized a

position of inferiority. To reinforce this point, Kambili also physically acts inferior by keeping

her head down and her eyes off of Amaka. It is Kambili who reinforces her position as inferior

and subaltern by refusing to speak to her cousin. It is then made clear that this is a form of

internalized colonization, as Kambili states that she is not used to this conversation at the table.
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Kambili and her family often have a very different structure of talking at the dinner table. Usual

dinner conversations do not include questioning the habits of colonization, but are

reinforcements of Papa's superiority. Another instance where Kambili's use oflanguage

reinforces her internalization of the ideology of colonization is during a conversation she has

with her mother. Papa has thrown his church missal across the room and broken Mama's

figurines and everyone has left the room except for Kambili and Mama. Kambili says, "I meant

to say I am sorry Papa broke your figurines, but the words that came out were, 'I'm sorry your

figurines broke'" (10). Kambili is unable or unwilling to implicate Papa for the destruction of

Mama's prized figurines. Kambili saw Papa break them, wanted to say she was sorry he did it

and yet did not. Kambili believes that Papa is superior or she recognizes his authority within the

household. Kambili has internalized the notions of superiority/inferiority that she learned from

colonization and has applied the duality to Papa/Mama.

Though Kambili shows numerous ways in which silence can be a form ofreinforcement

of colonial ideology, Jaja shows examples of how silence can also be a form of resistance. Jaja

uses both silence and language within the text as forms of resistance and defiance against the

structures of colonization forced upon him. When Papa offers the family his newest product of

cashew juice, the family is expected to go around the table and speak favorably about it. When it

is Jaja's turn to speak, he simply does not say anything. Kambili says that Jaja "was supposed to

say something now, to contribute, to compliment Papa's product" (13). Implicit in Kambili's

statement is that Jaja is not supposed to say what he thinks, but he is supposed to say what Papa

wants to hear. Jaja's mere silence is a form of defiance because he will not say something that is

not ofhis own thoughts. The silence gives him agency, and by refusing to verbally reinforce

Papa's product, follow his rules and mimic what is expected of him, he attempts to remove
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himself from a subaltern position of inferiority. However, Jaja resists not only with silence but

also with language, because when he does tell his father that he won't speak, he begins with

Igbo: "Mba, there are no words in my mouth" (13). With the use ofIgbo, Jaja is resisting the

rhetoric of colonization (and Papa) which deems the language inferior. He is also going against

Papa's beliefs that English should be spoken at all times because it is civilized. Here, Jaja is not

only refuting Papa with silence but also with the Igbo language. Jaja reclaims not only his voice,

but also his ability to choose when and why he uses it.

Eguiano's Travels. or the Life of Gustavus Vassa the African is lent to Kambili by Aunty

Ifeoma when Kambili comes to visit. The novel is an abolitionist autobiography written by

Olaudah Equiano in the mid-1700's (Carey). Equiano was "born a member ofthe Tho (Igbo)

tribe" (http://princeton.edu/-hovarth/304.Projects/EreralPages/Background.htm) in Nigeria and

was then kidnapped and sold into slavery. However, by the age of 20, he had saved enough

money to buy his freedom and so sailed the world. Later he traveled to London where he wrote

his autobiography. The book became a bestseller and he became a wealthy man (Carey). The

inclusion of the title of this book is prudent because it also is an autobiographical story told by an

unprivileged voice; Adichie is drawing a comparison between the voice of the slave narrative and

that of Kambili who is also inferior within her family and the structure of colonization. Equiano's

novel is also one ofresistance and defiance in some ways as well; he buys his freedom, he writes

a novel about his life, and he becomes wealthy in London (the capital of the Empire). However,

he still had to struggle within the structure of colonization which determined him uncivilized and

sold him into slavery. Kambili is living in postcolonial Nigeria, some 300 years later, and she

also has to struggle against the same structure. Kambili is similarly voiceless slave, but also she

gains agency and writes ofher life like Equiano. Aunty Ifeoma lends this book to Kambili as a
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way to initiate her resistance to the internalized colonization. Aunty Ifeoma is giving Kambili a

book which will tell her the story of a man who resists colonization and gains agency by using

his voice. Also, Aunty Ifeoma gives this book to her after several scenes in which Kambili

refuses to speak or does not say what she is thinking. The book also seems to be an attempt on

Aunty's part to break Kambili' s silence and encourage her to speak and resist.

CONCLUSION

Through close analysis of the text using postcolonial theory, three separate structures

exist within Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's novel, Purple Hibiscus. The three structures 

patriarchy, religious rhetoric and language - are highlighted as structures which can be utilized to

reinforce or resist the overall structure of colonization. The presence of colonization within the

setting ofpresent day postcolonial Nigeria is the crux of Adichie's novel. Adichie uses the

characters of this novel to portray different aspects oflife within a postcolonial nation. Through

their interactions with each other, we see how patriarchy, religious rhetoric and language are

often used to reinforce the structure of colonization, even when it does not necessarily benefit the

characters. Adichie seems to be using the novel in order to grapple with the consequences of

colonization and its continuance in a postcolonial nation.

Kambili as narrator is an example of Adichie's use of postcolonial theory within the text.

Kambili represents the marginalized person who does not have a voice within the text because of

the presence of colonization, yet Adichie gives her a voice in which to tell the story. Kambili is

really fulfilling an aspect of postcolonial theory which states that there is a necessity for the

colonized person to find a voice and re-tell their story (Barry, 192). Adichie also does not rewrite

the Western narrative with this novel but shows a continual contrast between that and the

traditional Igbo narrative. She gives a wide continuum of characters who are devoted to the
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extremes (Papa vs. Papa-Nnukwu), while demonstrating the hybridity of the cultures through the

rest of the characters.

Adichie presents numerous examples of the ways in which patriarchy is used to reinforce

the structure of colonization. There are instances in which a character is deemed inferior within

the hierarchy of colonization may appear to gain power by using the structure of patriarchy.

Implicit in that statement is the understanding that other characters (female) will not be able to

gain agency, even within the structure of colonization because of patriarchy. However, Adichie

uses the novel not only to point out how the structure ofpatriarchy is used to reinforce

colonization, but also ways in which resisting patriarchy amounts to resisting the colonial

ideology as well. While showing their resistance, she also shows the ways that the structure of

colonization makes it difficult to defy the patriarchal system. In many ways, the discussion of

patriarchy and colonization is a complicated one and Adichie does not give simple answers to the

"undoing" of colonization or patriarchal structures. The novel functions as a discussion and not a

solution for resisting and defying the structures ofpatriarchy and colonization. Each of the

characters acts as an example of the ways in which resisting or reinforcing patriarchy is a reaction

also to colonization.

Adichie focuses on the ways in which religious rhetoric was used to increase the notions

of Western superiority and thus reinforce the binaries that are part of the colonial structure.

Religious rhetoric is an important theme because it is an aspect of colonization that all of the

characters reinforce or resist throughout the novel. By having characters reinforce the rhetoric,

Adichie shows the complicated nature of internalized colonization. Often the characters reinforce

colonization because they believe the rhetoric; the internalized binaries of holy/heathen,

saved/sinner, and civilized/barbaric are placed even among people of their own family. Not only
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does Adichie show the extreme positions of Papa's Catholicism and Papa-Nnukwu's Igbo

religion, but also creates characters believing both in Western and indigenous religions. Adichie

is giving a picture of varied positions in regards to religion and colonization. In a postcolonial

nation, when the country and its people are struggling for identity, a hybridization of religions is

an effect that does not necessarily continue to reinforce the rhetoric and thus colonization.

Though the staunch colonial religious rhetoric of some Catholic churches still exists within the

country, the majority of the characters eventually end up dismissing the rhetoric and creating

their own ideologies with the combination of Western and traditional religions.

Finally, Adichie includes language as a means to reinforce or resist colonization as well.

It is a structure that is utilized in many ways to effect the way the characters understand their

positions within colonization. Not only does language inform their position, it also allows them

another form ofresistance. Adichie also uses silence as a form of defiance. The functions of

language are shown to both reinforce and resist not only colonization as an overall structure, but

also other structures such as patriarchy and religious rhetoric. To complicate the discussion of

language, Adichie includes agency and "voice" as issues that the characters struggle with under

the structure of colonization. Several of the characters are in positions of silence in which they do

not have agency to speak at all. In other instances, however, the agency that one has is shown to

be more powerful when they remain silent and do not mimic the rhetoric of colonization. Adichie

shows language is of paramount importance in daily life, as a form of identity, culture and

communication, Adichie necessarily includes it in the issues discussed within the novel.

Adichie's novel is important because it deals with the continuing issues found within

postcolonial nations and the people who have to relearn how to live in an independent country.

She highlights the difficult task oftrying to reassemble a past culture and a present life after
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living in a country that had been colonized. Realistically, she shows people still struggling to

defy a structure that remains even after the Empire that introduced it has left. Inclusive in her

discourse throughout the novel is a wide spectrum ofpeoples, whose beliefs and values are vastly

different, yet all affect the larger structures. Adichie presents the reader with the difficult task of

sorting through the various aspects presented here, ifnot to create a solution then to give voice to

the complications that arise within a postcolonial nation still affected by colonization. Though

she does not necessarily give answers, she does give numerous examples ofways that patriarchy,

religious rhetoric, and language are used to both reinforce and resist the structure of colonization.
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